Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are widely used on sequential data since it can capture local context dependencies and temporal order information inside sequences. Attention (ATT) mechanisms have also attracted enormous interests due to its capability of capturing the important parts of a sequence. These two neural networks can extract different features from sequences. In order to combine the advantages of CNN and ATT, we propose a convolutional attention network (CAN), which merges the structure of CNN and ATT into a single neural network and can serve as a new basic module in complex neural networks. Based on CAN, we then build a sequence encoding model with hierarchical structure, "hierarchical convolutional attention network (HiCAN)", to tackle sequence modeling problems. It can explicitly capture both the local and global context dependencies and temporal order information in sequences. Extensive experiments conducted on session-based recommendation (Recommender Systems) demonstrate that HiCAN is able to outperform state-of-the-art methods and show higher computational efficiency. Furthermore, we conduct extended experiments on text classification (Natural Language Processing). The results show that our model can also achieve competitive performance on NLP tasks.
INTRODUCTION
In many real-world scenarios, data can be cast as sequences. For instance, in the session-based recommendation, items that a user continuously browses in the current session can be stored as an item sequence and our task is to predict the user's next clicked item based on this sequence. In text classification, a sentence even a document can be regarded as a sequence composed of words and our goal is to classify these sequences according to the topic or sentiment. Therefore, how to extract important information from sequences is the key to these sequence modeling tasks. Researchers often choose three popular neural networks to tackle this problem: convolutional neural networks (CNN), attention networks (ATT) and recurrent neural networks (RNN).
These three popular neural networks can extract different features from sequences. CNN [10] has been successfully applied to sequence modeling tasks because it can extract temporal information, and capture the local context dependencies and n-gram feature in sequences. ATT becomes popular recently because it can produces context-aware representation by capturing the dependencies that make significant contributions to tasks [21] . RNN is also widely used due to its capability of capturing long-range context dependency and sequential pattern, e.g., long short-term memory [9] and gated recurrent unit [2] . However, RNN's inherent sequential operation precludes parallelization during training and leads to expensive time cost. On the contrary, both the convolution operation of CNN and matrix multiplication of ATT can guarantee highly parallelizable computation and significantly less training time.
The goal of this paper is to develop a fast sequence encoding model. Therefore we try to combine the advantages of CNN and ATT to tackle sequence modeling tasks. To our best knowledge, for the session-based recommendation, there are no method can leverage both the advantages of CNN and ATT and our work is the first to try to model users' sequential behavior with CNN and ATT. In the NLP tasks, there are few works trying to explore the CNN-ATT hybrid models. For instance, Yin et al. [25] propose an attention-based convolutional neural network (ABCNN) for sentence pairs modeling, which utilizes CNN to generate two feature maps of two sentences and computes attention score matrix based on the two feature maps. However, this model cannot work when there is only one sequence. Therefore, it cannot be used to tackle our sequence encoding problems. More importantly, different from the existing work directly take one structure's output as another structure's input, we merges the structure of CNN and ATT into a single neural network, which can serve as a new basic module in complex neural networks. The novel network that we proposed in this paper is called "convolutional attention network (CAN)", which is a basic module of our sequence encoding model. CAN leverages the characteristics of CNN to enhance traditional attention mechanisms in two aspects: 1) It applies a sliding window operation to divide the entire sequence into many subsequences and then performs an attention mechanism on each subsequence; and 2) CAN uses the kernel weight of CNN as positional encodings when it computes the attention score for each single subsequence. This design enables the model to explicitly capture local context dependencies and mitigates the weakness of traditional attention mechanisms in modeling temporal order information. Meanwhile, it takes full advantage of parallel computing.
Based on this basic module CAN, we build a sequence encoding model with hierarchical structure, named "hierarchical convolutional attention network (HiCAN)", to tackle sequence modeling tasks. HiCAN consists of two layers of attention network: local CAN layer and global CAN layer. The local CAN layer is a normal CAN, which focuses on extracting local information in subsequences. The global CAN layer is a particular case of CAN, which can take into account the global information in the entire sequence. All the features learned by the local CAN layer will be fed into the global CAN to generate a vector representation of the sequence. This hierarchical structure enable the model to explicitly capture both the local and global context dependencies and temporal order information in sequences.
In experiments, we test HiCAN on two different sequence modeling tasks: session-based recommendation and text classification. 
vector representation feature of i-th window
In the session-based recommendation, we conduct extensive experiments to analyze the performance and characteristics of our model. HiCAN outperforms state-of-the-art baselines on all three datasets (Yoochoose, Diginetica and Retailrocket) and shows higher computational efficiency. In text classification, the performance comparison among several popular baselines shows that our model can also achieve very competitive performance on two public datasets (AG's News and Yelp F.).
BACKGROUND 2.1 Sequence Encoding
The goal of sequence encoding model is to learn a vector representation for a sequence. In the pipeline of sequence modeling tasks, a sequence composed of discrete tokens (e.g. items in users' click sequences or words in sentences) is denoted as S = [s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ] (padding if necessary), where s i represents the index of a token and n represents the length of sequence. Given any sequence S, the embedding of this sequence is denoted by X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ], where x i ∈ R d e represents the d e -dimension embedding of the token s i . Most sequence encoding models take X as input and then output a single vector h ∈ R d as a compact representation of the entire sequence. We put some commonly used notations and their explanations in Table 1 .
Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutioanl neural network has been widely used in sequence encoding model, especially for NLP tasks. Figure 1 (a) shows a basic text CNN architecture [10] with a single kernel P ∈ R d e ×k , where d e keeps the same as the dimension of embeddings and k represents the length of the kernel (kernel size). Sliding kernel on the sequence embeddings X can divide the sequence into n − k + 1 subsequences. A subsequence, also called a receptive field or window, is composed of k consecutive token vectors and denoted as
, where i represent the index of window. Given the window X i , a convolutional operation produce a scalar feature by:
where X i jl and P jl represent the entry in the j-th row and l-th column of X i and P, respectively. F represents a non-linear function and b ∈ R is a bias term. Applying this operation to each possible window [X 1 , X 2 , .., X n−k +1 ], we can produce a feature map:
where v ∈ R n−k +1 represents the feature that CNN extracts from the sequence. In general, a pooling operation will be used over the feature map v to produce the sequence representation vector h.
Attention Mechanism
Attention networks have also been successfully applied to sequence modeling tasks because it can produce context-aware representation by capturing the dependencies that make significant contributions to tasks. In this section, we introduce a popular attention mechanism, i.e., additive attention (MLP attention). As shown in Figure 1 (b), given a sequence embedding X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ], we firstly compute attention scores [a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ], as
where q ∈ R d q is a vector representation of query, w is a d adimension column vector, W 1 ∈ R d a ×d e and W 2 ∈ R d a ×d q are two weight matrices. The attention score a i measures the dependency between key x i and query q. Then all attention scores will be transformed to a probability distribution p(z|X , q) by a softmax function. This process can be formulated as
.
The final output of attention mechanism is computed as a weighted sum of all embeddings [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ]. This process also can be written as the expectation of a token sampled according to its importance, i.e.,
where h is the sequence encoding vector of X .
PROPOSED MODELS
In this section, we firstly introduce the convolutional attention network in Section 3.1, which serves as a fundamental module of our sequence encoding model. Then, we present our encoder, hierarchical convolutional attention network, in Section 3.2. For different tasks, the sequence encoding vector is used in a different way. Therefore, we will specify how to use the encoding vector for session-based recommendation (Section 3.3) and text classification (Section 3.4), respectively.
Convolutional Attention Network
Convolutional attention network (CAN) is a integration of CNN and ATT, which can combine the advantages of these two popular neural networks. Its framework is shown in Figure 1 (c). Same as CNN, the core of CAN is a kernel weight P ∈ R d e ×k . Sliding the Figure 2 : Schematic illustration of the attention mechanism applied in convolutional attention network (CAN). The blue shaded area represents a window, the yellow shaded area represents kernel weight (positional encodings) and q i is a query vector of the attention mechanism.
kernel across a sequence X can divide the entire sequence into n − k + 1 subsequences (windows), i.e.,
where
represents the i-th window. However, different from CNN producing a scalar feature v i for the i-th window as Eq.(1), CAN applies a novel kernel-based attention on i-th window to generate a vector feature u i . The u i ∈ R d e represents the higher-level representation that aggregates local features inside i-th window. Its goal is to explicitly capture the local context dependencies, and extract the n-gram feature inside the subsequence. After applying the kernel-based attention to each possible window [X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n−k +1 ], we can obtain a new sequence composed of all higher-level representation of windows, i.e., feature map
And since the computation of each attention is independent and can be done in parallel, this process will not lead to expensive computational cost. Next, we will specify how the kernel-based attention generates u i for each window, which is shown in Figure 2 . As we can see, this attention mechanism takes the embedding vectors X i , kernel weight P and a query vector q i as input to generate the local representation u i . The query vector q i should be a window-specific feature that can help attention to explore the importance of each token to the entire window. There are many methods used to generate the q i , such as mean pooling, max pooling and last item [14] etc. In this paper, we use the mean of all vectors in a window to represent the window-specific feature, i.e., q i = k j=1 x i j , where x i j is the j-th embedding vector of X i . Then we split the kernel P ∈ R d e ×k into k column vector as [p 1 , p 2 , ..., p k ], and compute the attention scores Session: Long -Sequential Data Analysis CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China by
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where W 1 ,W 2 ∈ R d e ×d e are two weight matrices. With all the attention scores [a i 1 , a i 2 , ..., a i k ] in the i-th window, we then follow the procedure of Eq.(4) to transfer the attention scores to probability distribution by a softmax function:
Finally, the u i is computed as a weighted sum of all the embeddings in i-th window, where the weights are given by p(z|X i , P, q i ), i.e.,
Remark: It should be noted that this attention mechanism can be regarded as a position-aware attention. The kernel weight of CNN contains temporal information since each value of the kernel corresponds to a fixed position in the window. In our CAN, a column of the kernel p j corresponds to a fixed column of the window x i j , where p j ∈ R d e can represent the j-th positional feature of windows. The entire kernel P can be regarded as positional encodings of the window.
Using the kernel weight as positional encodings can help our model to capture the temporal order information and mitigates the weakness of traditional attention in modeling sequential data. Existing literatures have proved the effectiveness of introducing positional encodings to attention mechanism, e.g., Transformer [23] and position-aware neural sequence model [28] . However, how to model the positional encodings within an attention is still an open problem. Different from Transformer adding unlearnable positional encodings to the input embeddings, we propose a novel attention score computing function, i.e. Eq. (8) . Despite its simple form, it In summary, given a sequence of length n, a CAN with k-length kernel P will compress the input sequence into a new sequence of length n − k + 1, called feature map. This process can be formulated as
Hierarchical Convolutional Attention Network
Based on the basic module CAN, we build our sequence encoding model with a hierarchical structure, "hierarchical convolutional attention network (HiCAN)". As shown in Figure 3 , it consists of two layers of CAN: a local CAN layer and a global CAN layer. The difference between these two layer is that they choose a different kernel length k. The detail process of the local CAN layer can be formulated as
where kernel length k 1 is less than the input sequence length n, α 1 represents the drop-rate and U ∈ R d e ×(n−k 1 +1) . As mentioned above, this layer is able to capture the local context dependencies and temporal order information inside subsequences. Then the feature map U will be fed into the global CAN layer, which is also composed of a dropout operation and a CAN. However, its kernel length k 2 equals to the input feature map's length, i.e., k 2 = n−k 1 +1. Therefore, the CAN only perform one kernel-based attention on the entire feature map to capture the global information, i.e.,
This process compresses the entire sequence into a vector representation h, which represents the final sequence encoding vector. The h contains the local and global context dependencies and temporal order information in the sequence.
HiCAN for Session-Based Recommendation
HiCAN serving as a sequence encoding model can compress the whole sequence into a single vector representation h. In different types of tasks, we use the sequence encoding vector in a different way. In the session-based recommendation, the goal is to predict users' next possible clicks based on the current click sequence. We should rank all candidate items and recommend the top-n items to users. As shown in Figure 4 (a), we generate a score list for all candidate items [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N ], where N ≫ d e represents the number of all candidate items. To this end, a real value is firstly computed by a bilinear function for each candidate item, i.e.,
where b i represents the unnormalized similarity between h and the candidate item x i and W b ∈ R d e ×d e is the bilinear function weight matrix. The final output score is calculated by a softmax function
whereŷ = {ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 , ...,ŷ N } represents users' click probability over all candidate items.
HiCAN for Text Classification
In the text classification, the goal is to classify sentences into several classes by topic or sentiment. Therefore, we should compute scores [y 1 , y 2 , .., y C ] for all classes, where C(≪ d e ) represents the number of classes. As shown in Figure 4 (b), we apply a two-layer full connected feed-forward neural network to calculate the final score, i.e.,ŷ
whereŷ = [ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 , ...,ŷ C ] represents the scores of all classes, F 1 and F 2 are the non-linear activation function RELU,
Both the HiCAN for session-based recommendation and text classification apply a cross-entropy loss function and are trained by a standard mini-batch gradient descent.
EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the performance of our model on sequence modeling, we tested our model on two types of tasks, i.e., session-based recommendation (Section 4.1) and text classification (Section 4.2). We conduct extensive experiments on session-based recommendation to analyze the performance and characteristics of our model on capturing users' sequential behavior. A brief experiment is conducted on text classification to show the potentiality of our model on NLP tasks. • Diginetica. The CIKM Cup 2016 releases this e-commerce dataset, which contains anonymous access and transaction logs. The time span of this data is 152 days. • Retailrocket. The e-commerce personalization company retailrocket published this dataset covering six month of user browsing activities, also in the contest of a competition. • Yoochoose. This dataset is published in the contest of the ACM RecSys2015 Challenge and provides a collection of sequences of click events on an e-commerce site for a period of total six months. These datasets are preprocessed in exactly the same way as previous work [12, 14, 15] . Specifically, we filter out sessions of length 1 and items that appear fewer than 5 times and use sessions of subsequent days for test. Given a session S = [s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ], we generate the session prefix and corresponding labels (
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.., s n−1 ], s n ). Following the setting of [12] , we sort the Yoochoose by time and keep the more recent fraction 1/64 training sequences. The statistics of all datasets are summarized in Table 2 .
Baselines. We compare our models with the following methods, including four traditional recommendation methods (POP, Item-KNN [20] , BPR-MF [17] , FPMC [18] ), two RNN based methods (GRU4REC [8] ,GRU4REC+ [22] ), a hybrid RNN-ATT based model (NARM [12] ) and an ATT based methods (STAMP [14] ).
• POP returns the most popular items in the training set.
• BPR-MF [17] optimizes a pairwise ranking objective function via stochastic gradient descent. For the session-based recommendation, we attribute each session as an independent user and use the average of the latent item vectors in a session to represent the user latent vector. • Item-KNN [20] recommends items that are most similar to the last element in a given session. The items' similarity is defined as the cosine similarity. And the regularization is used to avoid coincidental high similarities of rarely visited items. • FPMC [18] aims to predict the items of the next basket of user given his/her shopping history. For the session-based recommendation, we set the basket size to one and use the current session as the history of the user. • GRU4REC [8] is a deep learning model for session-based recommendation, which uses GRU units to model users' sequential behavior. • GRU4REC+ [22] is an enhanced version of GRU4REC, which adopts two techniques, including data augmentation process and a method to account for shifts in the input data distribution, to improve the performance of GRU4Rec. • NARM [12] is a deep learning based state-of-the-art model, which adopts the RNN as its basic component and utilizes an attention mechanism to extract users' main purpose from the hidden states. • STAMP [14] utilizes the attention mechanism to capture users' general interest of the current session and uses the last item to represent users' current interest.
Evaluation Metrics. All methods are evaluated in terms of the two following metrics HR@K (short for hit rate) and MRR@K.
• HR@K : Hit rate is widely used as a measure of predictive accuracy in session-based recommendation. HR@K represents the proportion of test cases which has the correctly recommended items in a top-K position in a ranking list. • MRR@K :Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is a statistic measure for evaluating the process that produce a list of possible items. It takes into account the rank of the items and is often used in search algorithm. The specific formulation is written as
where Q denotes the desired items and rank i is item i's rank in corresponding result list. And the reciprocal rank is set to zero if the rank in over K.
Training Settings.
Our model is implemented with Tensorflow and uses the Adam optimizer [11] for training. We set all parameters by a grid search strategy and use 10% of the training data as the validation set. The batch size is 512 and the learning rate is 0.001. The dimension of embedding is 100 and the max padding length is 40. Other hyperparameters are set as kernel size k = 3, α 1 = 0.1, α 2 = 0.25. Lastly, all methods are training on a NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU at most 10 epoch.
Main
Results. For thorough comparison, besides the baselines proposed in previous works of session-based recommendation, we implement two extra neural network baselines to compare with our HiCAN. They can help us to analyze the contribution of each part in our HiCAN.
• Static-HiCAN: HiCAN replacing each p j in Eq.(8) with the same vector w, which only utilizes the hierarchical structure but no positional encodings. • Global-CAN: Single global CAN layer, which leverages the positional encodings but no hierarchical structure.
The results of all models in terms of HR@20 and MRR@20 are summarized in Table 3 , where the best result (t-test, p < 0.05) of each column is highlighted in boldface. The results of NARM is higher than the reference [12] because we set its max padding length to 40. From Table 3 , we can observe that: The traditional recommendation methods (e.g., BPR-MF, Item-KNN and FPMC) are obviously inferior to neural network based methods. BPR-MF, which relies on user profile, is not able to perform well on the session-based recommendation task. The item-based neighborhood method Item-KNN performs badly, because it has difficulty in considering the sequential order of items and generates prediction merely based on the last click. The sequential method FPMC can model sequential behavior between every two adjacent clicks, but it combines past components independently. Such an independence assumption is too strong and thus confines the prediction accuracy. As for neural networks based methods, there are two popular structures (i.e., RNN and ATT) to tackle session-based recommendation tasks. GRU4REC and GRU4REC+ use recurrent units to model a user's sequential behaviors and significantly outperform the traditional methods. It demonstrates the effectiveness of deep learning in this field. GRU4REC+ improves the performances of GRU4REC by using the data augmentation techniques that splits a single session into several sub-sessions for training. Other neural networks based methods, such as NARM and STAMP, outperform these sole RNN based models GRU4REC and GRU4REC+. It is because that both of them leverage attention mechanisms to model sessions' global feature. NARM equips basic RNN structure with an attention layer and STAMP uses attention mechanisms to capture users' main purpose. Their excellent performance demonstrate the power of ATT in session-based recommendation tasks. However, they are still inferior to our proposed method.
Our HiCAN outperforms all previous works and achieves the best performance. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods such as NARM and STAMP, HiCAN leverages characteristics of CNN to capture the local context dependencies in sessions. Whereas in NARM and STAMP, they explicitly extract global feature of each session, with possible local interactive relationships between items ignored. Furthermore, HiCAN introduce the positional encodings into attention mechanisms to capture the temporal order information and mitigates the weakness of traditional attention in modeling sequential data. Therefore, the proposed model is more powerful on modeling users' session behaviors. Compared with the best results of baselines (underlined in Table 3 ), HiCAN achieves 3.46%, 7.92%, 2.07% improvements in terms of HR@20 and 10.34%, 11.17% ,3.53% in terms of MRR@20 on three datasets, respectively. In order to further study the performance of our proposed models and the state-of-the-art methods NARM and STAMP in real production environment, where only a few items can be recommended to users at once and the relevant item should be amongst the first few items in the recommendation list. We evaluate our model in terms of HR@K and MRR@K with smaller K values, i.e., K=3, 5, 10, 20. The results on three datasets are summarized in Figure 5 . We can observe that our HiCAN performs well on this issue and shows obvious advantages in all measures.
Comparison among Proposed Models.
In order to further confirm the rationality of our model design and figure out which part contributes more in our model, we compare HiCAN with its variants (i.e., Static-HiCAN and Global-CAN). From the results in Tabel 3, we can see that HiCAN significantly outperforms Static-HiCAN on all datasets. HiCAN achieves 2.07%, 4.95%, 8.77% improvements in terms of HR@20 and 11.14%, 4.99%, 15.1% in terms of MRR@20 on three datasets, respectively. The results illustrate that the temporal order information is a key feature to the session-based recommendation, and our position-aware attention can effectively capture this feature. The comparison between Global-CAN and HiCAN shows that the hierarchical structure, which aims to explicitly capture local and global context dependencies, brings substantial improvements to our model.
Time Efficiency Comparison.
Additional advantage of HiCAN is its time efficiency. In order to confirm the advantage of our model in terms of computational efficiency, we run some competitive methods on the same GPU server, and compare the average training time per epoch on the three datasets. As shown in Table 4 , the ATT based model STAMP is obviously faster than the hybrid RNN-ATT based model NARM. We infer that it is because the RNN's inherent sequential operation precludes parallelization and lead to expensive time cost for training. Our HiCAN is 2 times faster than NARM and substantially faster than STAMP. These results demonstrate that our HiCAN not only outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines but also shows higher computational efficiency.
Influence of Session Length
. In order to further analyze the capability of our model to cope with sessions of different lengths, we represent experimental results varying the length of sessions on Yoochoose. As shown in Figure 6 , HiCAN outperforms Global-CAN in almost all lengths. It is because that our CAN splits the whole sequence into several subsequence to capture the local feature. When the sequence is long, the hierarchical structure can model the sequence better. Static-HiCAN, which does not use the positional encodings, suffers a performance disaster while the session length increases. We consider the reason is that when a session is long, it is hard to capture the users' interest, the temporal order information can lead the model to focus on the recent clicks. This results further confirm the importance of positional encodings and the effectiveness of our CAN.
Moreover, for longer sessions lengths, the performance margins between NARM and HiCAN become larger. This suggests that hierarchical convolutional attention network may be more powerful in handling long sessions than NARM.
Experiments on Text Classification

Experiment Settings.
For text classification tasks, we evaluate our model on two public datasets: AG's News and Yelp F. from [27] . The statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 5 .
• AG's News. This dataset is obtained from the AG's corpus of news article on the web. It contains 4 largest classes in the corpus. The number of training samples for each class is 30,000 and test 1,900. • Yelp F. The Yelp reviews dataset is obtained from the Yelp Dataset Challenge in 2015. The full dataset has 650,000 training samples and 50,000 test samples. We compared our model (Section 3.4) with several popular text classification models, including one traditional method n-gram TF-IDF, two RNN based models (LSTM and its variants Dis-LSTM [26] ), three CNN based models (classical Text-CNN [10] , Char-CNN [27] and VeryDeep-CNN [3] ), one attention based model (Self-Attention [13] ).
• LSTM is a basic long short term memory network, capable of learning long-term dependencies. • Dis-LSTM [26] is a discriminative and generative LSTM model, which is more robust to shifts in the data distribution. • Text-CNN [10] adopts multiple filters with different window sizes to extract multi-scale convolutional features for text classification.
• Char-CNN [27] adopts a character-level convolutional networks for text classification. • VeryDeep-CNN [3] leverages the ResNet [5] to build a very deep neural network with 29 convolutional layers. • Self-Attention [13] proposes a self-attention mechanism to encode the whole sequence into a fixed size matrix.
Training
Settings. We initialize the word embeddings with the 300D Glove pre-trained vectors [16] . Padding length is 100 for AG's News and 300 for Yelp F. The batch size is 256 and the learning rate is 0.001. Other hyperparameters are set as k = 10, d mlp = 500, α 1 = 0.1 and α 2 = 0.25. The training process lasts at most 10 epoch on all datasets. Our HiCAN, which combine the architecture of ATT and CNN, is better than the Self-Attention [13] . Different from the results in session-based recommendation, Static-HiCAN outperforms the Global-CAN in text classification tasks. We infer that the local ngram feature might be more important for text classification than the temporal order information. Furthermore, a comparison between HiCAN and these two methods illustrates that combining these two features can bring substantial improvements.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the related work on sessionbased recommendation and text classification.
Session-Based Recommendation
Session-based recommendation is a typical subtask of recommender systems, where the suggestions are made only based on the implicit feedbacks. The actions of a user are usually in a form of sequential data. The goal of session-based recommender system is to predict the next possible action of the user based on his/her historical action sequences. It is still a challenging task due to the limited information about users provided by browser sessions. In the past few years, an increasing amount of research have been devoted to the session-based recommendation. We briefly review the related work on the topic. Conventional Methods. Session-based recommendation is a sequential recommendation task. Therefore the traditional recommendation methods, matrix factorization (MF) and Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR), are not very suitable for this task. The Markov chains (MC) based sequential recommendation model is a natural solution. MC utilizes sequential data by predicting the next item given the last click. Zimdars et al. [30] proposed a recommendation algorithm based on Markov chains and present a probabilistic decision tree model to extract sequential pattern to learn next action. Rendle et al. [19] proposed a hybrid FPMC model, which combines the matrix factorization and MC to tackle the next-basket recommendation. A major issue when applying MC to session-based recommendation is that the state space quickly becomes unmanageable when considering all possible sequences of potential user selections over all items.
Neural Networks Based Methods. Deep neural networks have yielded immense success on speech recognition [4] , computer vision [1, 6] and recommender systems [7] . Therefore, some deep learning based solutions have been proposed for session-based recommendation task. Hidasi et al. [8] firstly introduced RNN-based model, which is called GRU4REC, into the session scenario and achieve significant improvement over traditional methods.Tan et al. [22] further studied the application of RNNs and proposed two techniques to improve the performance. Li et al. [12] proposed a hybrid RNN based encoder with an attention layer, which is called neural attentive recommendation machine (NARM). Although these methods have improved the performance of session-based recommender, they are all restricted by the constraints of RNNs that both the offline training and the online prediction process are time-consuming, due to its recursive natural which is hard to parallelize [29] . And Liu et al. [14] proposed a short-term attention/memory priority model (STAMP) to capture users' long-term memory and short-term memory, which utilizes the attention mechanism to obtain users' general interest (as long-term memory) and chooses the last action in sequence to represent users' current interest (as short-term memory). However, its attention mechanisms ignores the temporal order information in the sequence and only focuses on the global context dependencies. In this paper, our HiCAN can capture both the local and global context dependencies and temporal order information in sequences.
Text Classification
Text classification is a fundamental problem in natural language processing. There are many representation learning models for text classification. Recurrent neural networks have been widely used in text processing because of their strong performance in processing the structure of text. Yogatama et al. [26] proposed a discriminative and generative LSTM model, which can be more robust to shifts in the data distribution. CNN is also a popular method in text classification. Kim et al. [10] adopted multiple filters with different window sizes to extract multi-scale convolutional features for text classification. Different from above CNN based on the word embeddings, Zhang et al. [27] designed a character-level CNN models and achieved competitive performance. Furthermore, Conneau et al. [3] proposed a deep CNN structure using up to 29 convolutional layers. CNN has showed great capability in tackling natural language processing tasks. Recently, attention mechanisms became an effective method for NLP. Among many proposed attentionbased networks, there are some important examples. For instance, Yang et al. [24] equipped GRU with two-level attention mechanism. Lin et al. utilized self-attention technology to extract a fixed-size sentence embedding. Yin et al. [25] proposed an attention based convolutional neural network (ABCNN) for sequence pair modeling. Although ABCNN also combines the CNN and ATT, it cannot work when there is only one sequence. Therefore, it cannot be used to tackle our sequence encoding problems.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we firstly propose a convolutional attention network (CAN), which merges the advantages of CNN and ATT into a single neural network and can serve as a new basic module in complex neural networks. Then, based on the CAN, we build a sequence encoder, hierarchical convolutional attention network (HiCAN) to tackle sequence modeling tasks. Extensive experiments on two types of tasks (i.e. session-based recommendation and text classification ) show the effectiveness of our models. There are two important findings can be made from the study: 1) the temporal order information is a key feature to the sequence modeling tasks, and our position-aware attention can effectively capture this feature; and 2) the combination between CNN and ATT can capture local and global context dependencies in a sequence. Empirical results prove that with the help of CNN and ATT, our model outperforms state-of-the-art baselines on all relevant datasets.
In the future, we plan to explore complex network structures based on our CAN, e.g., multi-kernel and multi-layer structures. Then we will utilize these models to tackle more sequence modeling tasks.
